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T

he ForestLink system developed by Rainforest Foundation
UK (RFUK) allows communities around the world to collect
and transmit real-time geo-referenced information about
suspected illegal activities in their local forests. The alerts are
collected through the «Collectaur» mobile application which
can easily be downloaded onto Android smartphones. The data
can then be sent via internet, SMS (to the local number +237
672334335) or satellite connection to the «Monitaur» database
(https://cameroon.forestlink.org). Since 2016, this real-time
monitoring system has been providing primary information
for the Standardised External Independent Monitoring System
(SNOIE - Système Normalisé d’Observation Indépendante
Externe). ForestLink was tested and then deployed in Cameroon
by local partner, Forêts et Développement Rural (FODER),
initially as part of the «Community-based Real-time Forest
Monitoring to Support FLEGT Processes» project and then under
the “Integrating Real-time Community Monitoring to Support
Livelihoods and Forests in West and Central Africa” project, with
support from the Department for International Development
(DfID). 44 communities from the Centre, East, South and Littoral
regions are involved in the current phase of the Real-time Forest
Monitoring (RTM) project and the deployment of the system.
Their involvement includes training activities to identify instances
of illegal activity in the forestry sector (i.e. independent forest
monitoring), and awareness-raising campaigns on the roles and
responsibilities of communities in sustainable forest management,
on legal texts governing forest management and on the rights

*Le Système Normalisé d’Observation Indépendante Extene (SNOIE) est une approche d’observation indépendante
certifiée ISO 9001: 2015 depuis avril 2018 et mise en oeuvre par les organisations FODER , PAPEL, CEDLA, ECODEV
et TI-C.
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of local forest communities in
Cameroon.
RTM kits consisting of a
smartphone, satellite transmitter, battery, Raspberry-Pi
micro-computer, solar panel and the necessary power
cables have been made available to community observers and community leaders
who were selected by the
participating
communities
by consensus on the basis of
predefined criteria. 96 community observers including
28 women and 5 indigenous
people, and 44 community leaders including 5
women and 20 members of Farming-Forestry
Committees (CPF – Comités Paysans Forêt)
including 8 women, have been trained to use
data collection and reporting tools. Thousands
of alerts from four forest areas were collected
and sent between January 2017 and March
2020. These alerts, relating for the most part
to non-compliance with the logging standards
and unauthorised logging, have triggered several SNOIE monitoring missions and forest
control missions. The missions, some of which
were triggered directly by alerts from the communities, were conducted either by the forest administration’s central or decentralised
services or jointly conducted with SNOIE civil
society organisation (CSO) members. For example, between April 2019 and March 2020,
547 alerts led to 6 SNOIE monitoring missions
and 8 forest control missions conducted by decentralised services (regional monitoring services (BRC – Brigades régionales de contrôle),
Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife (MINFOF –

1.

Ministère des forêts et de la faune) and Forest
and Hunting Control Officers (CPFC – Chef de
Poste Foret et Chasse)) including 4 joint missions.
This data may seem disproportionate but it
needs to be understood that one alert relates
to a single geo-localised incident and several
different alerts can be collected by the same
community in the same place and therefore be
subject to a single Independent Monitoring or
forest control mission.
The reports produced and published through
the SNOIE following the Independent Monitoring missions undertaken as a result of the
ForestLink alerts led to the temporary suspension of logging activities in logging concession
n°1085 (UFA 10 050) allocated to the Société des Bois Africains du Cameroun (SBAC) in
Somalomo, in Haut-Nyong department in the
East region and to the start of litigation proceedings against Oyé & Compagnie1 resulting in a
fine of 7,500,000 FCFA2 (12,500 USD3)4 . Three

Letter from MINFOF N°2094/L/MINFOF/CAB/BNC of 22 May 2017 to the SNOIE organising body regarding commencement of litigation proceedings against the company Oyé & Compagnie
PVCI Reference: 018/PVCI/MINFOF/DRE/BRC/C1 of 16 March 2017, transaction amount 7,500,000 FCFA, 3,000,000 FCFA paid leaving a balance
of 4,500,000 FCFA.
Exchange rate on 10 June 2020: 1 USD = 600.5 FCFA
https://oiecameroun.org/images/rapports/Rapport_de_mission_cas_presumes_d_activites_d_exploitation_et_de_gestion_forestiere_illegale_
dans_le_village_Mboumo_et_ses_environs.pdf ; http://oiecameroun.org/rapports-de-mission/
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joint missions (SNOIE-MINFOF)
were also organised and led to
the seizure of illegally harvested
wood. In Kong these missions resulted in the logging machinery
being sealed off and operations
ceasing in the sales of standing
timber volume (VC – Vente de
Coupe) 08 04 236 allocated to
the company Zénith.
Cases of suspected illegal logging reported to SNOIE through
ForestLink relate to varieties
such as Padouk (Pterocarpus
soyauxii), Tali (Erythropleum
ivorense), Azobe, Frake (Terminalia superba), Ilomba (Pycnanthus angolensis), Acajou/Ngollon (Khaya
ivorensis), Aiele (Canarium schweinfurthii),
Pachy also known as White Doussie (Afzelia
pachyloba), Nkanang/Lotofa (Sterculia rhinopetala), Iroko (Milicia excelsa), Ayous (Triplochiton scleroxylon), Onzabili (Antrocaryon
klaineanum), and Eyong.
English translation of the species: Tali – Ordeal
tree; Azobe – Red Ironwood; Frake – Limba
or Afara; Illomba – African Nutmeg; Acajou/
Ngollon – African Mahogany; Aiele – African
Elemi or Bush Candle tree; White Doussie –
White Afzelia; Nkanang/Lotofa – Sterculia or
African Chesnut; Ayous – African Whitewood
or African Maple; Onzabili – White Mahogany;
Eyong – White Sterculia.
The challenge for FODER and its British
partner, RFUK, is to make the “Collectaur” app
available to even more users. Local MINFOF officials have been presented on the functioning
of the system and how to use the platform.
Nine accounts have been created to allow local officials to access the “Monitaur” platform
and view, at their convenience, community
alerts sent from their area of competence. The
aim is for decentralised MINFOF services to re-

ceive notifications of alerts of suspected illegal
forest activities in real-time in order to better
plan rapid response raids and/or unannounced
control missions of companies with a view to
issuing penalties or immediate suspension. In
other words, as a result of these alerts, officers
from the decentralised forest administration
services can more quickly launch control missions and apprehend potential perpetrators in
the act. A MINFOF official said, “if everyone
(from communities to local MINFOF officials)
adopts and agrees to use the ForestLink system, the app could make a huge difference to
the alerts in the fight against illegal logging in
the areas where it is active.” The decentralised
MINFOF services face logistical and technical
difficulties which hamper them from not only
effectively performing their work but also
from doing it better and on time. During multi-stakeholder meetings on 27 August 2019 in
Yaoundé and on 22 July 2019 in Ngambé Tikar,
participants (government, civil society, communities and the private sector) highlighted,
with regard to forest controls, the lack of human and material resources which is preventing local officials from efficiently performing
their core duties. Further challenges are also
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being created by the expansion
of the system’s deployment
area to include other hot spots
of illegal activity, with implications on equipment, logistics,
human and financial resources.
Updates to the system continue
to be made in collaboration with
RFUK, developer of ForestLink
technology and RTM implementing partner.
ForestLink is a tool which contributes to efficient Independent
forest Monitoring in Cameroon
which is in itself an appropriate
and efficient way of improving
transparency and accountability in the management of natural resources.
Through this system, FODER is able to stren-

gthen its contribution to implementing the national strategy on forest control in Cameroon.

All the opinions expressed in this publication are those of FODER. They do not absolutely match the
point of view of donors and technical and financial partners.
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